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Original Points

⚫ Document the database – identify Stored Procedures

⚫ Remove the connection and relink

⚫ Remove the dbo_ prefix from all the table/view names

⚫ Check form & cmb box recordsources for hardcoded dbo

⚫ Ensure all tables have an identity column

⚫ Ensure all views used for updates have identifiable, unique 

column(s)

⚫ Remove bigint columns if remaining below Access 2016 SP1

⚫ Reserved words for column names (NAME, TYPE)

⚫ Watch out for DELETE FROM in code – can fail on empty sets

⚫ Watch out for DOCMD.RUNSQL and DOCMD.EXIT not playing well

⚫ Look for record cycling on forms to stay on current record

⚫ Sorts on views don’t work, you must sort in F/E



Updates

⚫ DSN-less – I had issues that this failed in 2010 – this was not the 

case, but a special circumstance, covered in my main presentation

⚫ From https://blogs.office.com/en-us/2012/02/17/five-common-

pitfalls-when-upgrading-access-to-sql-server/

⚫ SQL Migration Assistant won’t deal with SQL Functions

⚫ Foreign Keys are not added automatically by SQL (unlike Access)

⚫ Timestamp/Rowversion issue (my issue in original presentation was not this)

⚫ Do not leave BIT fields NULLABLE (recent project)

⚫ Turbo charge with custom views for forms, SP’s and Functions where you can 

(and where performance is an issue).

https://blogs.office.com/en-us/2012/02/17/five-common-pitfalls-when-upgrading-access-to-sql-server/
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My background

⚫ Started in mainframe/mini development (punched cards 
and green screens) – COBOL, Algol68R, Fortran

⚫ Mid 80’s - came the PC into business

⚫ Used Windows since v2.x and Access developer since 
the 1st beta (this does not, necessarily, make me an 
expert!)

⚫ 20+ years of IT Management dabbling in code for 
internal needs

⚫ Now self-employed, I have three development areas:
⚫ Turn data into information - long term (pseudo-)agile/prototyping 

projects

⚫ Build new systems to replace rubbish or outmoded system 

⚫ Take over maintenance

⚫ That’s my excuse list finished ☺



Agenda

⚫ Assumptions (versions)

⚫ Infrastructure

⚫ Establishing first set of connections (use a DSN)

⚫ Backend tables required

⚫ Features on the form

⚫ Goals

⚫ Never relink a database on a client site again

⚫ Always send them a compiled front end that they “just” run

⚫ Avoid endless DSN creation and management.



Assumptions & Infrastructure

⚫ Access 2010 and above

⚫ SQL Server 2008R2 and above *seem* to work

⚫ I generally use SQL Server 2016 Express and above these days

⚫ SSMS 17.5 works for me (although the update files are HUGE)

⚫ Both Access Click-to-run and MSI install (although note 

that from 2019 versions all Office will be Click-to-run)

⚫ N.B. This relies on trusted connections to the SQL 

Server (usually the norm for my sites), so you do not 

embed passwords into the code.  If you use SQL Roles, 

or SQL Authentication, you’ll need to handle that in the 

reconnection code.

⚫ SME environment that is not a “must be totally secure 

etc etc” setup



Establish connections

⚫ Connect to your backend tables using a DSN

⚫ You only need one DSN for one of your databases, on 

one network (normally yours)

⚫ It might be possible to avoid this, but I can’t be arsed

bothered to find out, anyway creating and using the DSN 

checks security as well!



Tables you need (1/4)

⚫ Version ID – local and backend



Tables you need (2/4)

⚫ lclNetworks – this is a list of valid domains on which the 

application can work, the last column is SQL Server 

Instance name (notice the Express edition requires the 

instance).

⚫ Marvel also at the embedded security this gives you –

the compiled app can’t be loaded and run on a domain 

that isn’t yours or your client’s ☺

⚫ Until they hack the local table.  I’m considering internal 

data for this, but then again… ☺



Tables you need (3/4)

⚫ Database names.  I enforce a standard set of names for 

any app - <appid>_TEST, UAT and LIVE.  This table 

stores them and a sort order for presenting them to the 

user



Tables you need (4/4)

⚫ Reconnection information used to manage the DSN-less 

connection (more later).



Features on the debug form

⚫ A list of valid database names to which you can switch.

⚫ Three buttons – check my connection, refresh my 

connection, and change database

⚫ Some static data on who, computer, network, default 

printer, and a couple of control functions



Those control functions

⚫ Are an aside, and not part of the presentation, but…

⚫ The first switches on and off the screen redraw during processing 

(so I can a) see what is happening, and b) not leave a crashed 

system without redraw on!)

⚫ The second is for systems that use XML or JSON calls, and 

switch on logging of those calls and the results.  Irrelevant here.



Demo Time

⚫ Over (first) to SQL Server

⚫ Over (second) to Access

⚫ I use a hidden form to load the system

⚫ I (optionally) load a debug form for the user

⚫ Time to switch to SQL and then Access…

⚫ No really Peter, switch now!



Post demo notes

⚫ The following slides summarise the points that I raised 

(or should have raised) about the forms in the system 

and the code used



Code Notes – 1st form load

⚫ Check what domain I am on

⚫ Check what SQL Server I am connected to, and should 

be connected to

⚫ Reconnect if necessary

⚫ Show the diagnostics form or not (controlled by domain 

and user); this gives them the opportunity (or not) to 

change databases



Code… – 2nd form open/load

⚫ Load

⚫ Some stuff

⚫ Colour in as appropriate

⚫ Open

⚫ Get environment details

⚫ Check the database table connections until I find one that is 

connected to a backend database

⚫ Get that database details and put on the form

⚫ Not sure why I split the difference



Code… – 2nd form chg db

⚫ Mistake handling

⚫ Close the main menu of the app (just in case)

⚫ Get confirmation from user

⚫ Connect to different database

⚫ Update form display

⚫ Change colour

⚫ Check version (badly positioned, see later)



Code… – 2nd form chk/refresh

⚫ Check

⚫ Calls the routine

⚫ Updates the user

⚫ Refresh

⚫ Seeks confirmation

⚫ Does it



Summary & thoughts

⚫ Deployment – is great.

⚫ You compress the database, and compile it

⚫ You compress it again, just in case ☺

⚫ You create the ACCDE for the client and send it to them

⚫ They run it, and it just reconnects to the right database

⚫ (optionally)
⚫ They actually test the upgrade

⚫ They preserve the reconnected ACCDE for distribution to all

⚫ If they change their SQL Server without saying it breaks

⚫ If they change their network name without telling you it 

breaks

⚫ If a member of staff steals the SQL database and the 

front end, it won’t work – but see comment above



Things I’d like to change

⚫ Nothing

⚫ I’ve used it several times and it makes my life so much 

easier – especially in fast changing code environments 

(see last November’s presentation!).

⚫ It takes a bit longer than it should to remember how to 

setup everything into a new system, but this presentation 

and dummy system will expedite that next time ☺

⚫ I could easily allow the databases to be on different 

servers (for instance some companies have production 

SQL and test SQL Servers).  As I say, should be easy, 

but I’ll wait for the need to arise!



Things I will change

⚫ I will add into the change database code a check that the 

version numbers are still matching and reject the 

change.

⚫ This means I need to record the last working database 

name option

⚫ Run the code again



Things that could go wrong

⚫ The “[“ bug in the re-indexing (now fixed)

⚫ If a new table is introduced to the system and a user 

switches the client to an older db without it, the relink will 

crash.  This happens.

⚫ However, if I insert a “is the new database the same version as 

the front end” fix (see last slide)

⚫ *AND*

⚫ Make sure I keep numbering up to date

⚫ All shall be well

⚫ Database tables in different databases, or worse, on 

different databases on different servers.

⚫ But a) this is an SME to small Ent solution.

⚫ b) I could change the code (or tables) to accommodate this.



Things you could change

⚫ This assumes DSN-Less SQL connections and 

passthrough security.

⚫ With extra data in the local db you could store and use 

named userid and password authentication

⚫ With a bit more effort, you could do something similar for 

other db connections (Access, Oracle, etc etc).  You just 

capture the entire connection string, tweak and relink.

⚫ With even more effort than that you could probably have 

linked tables from different sources, and just store the 

link details, and have a function for each type of relink.

⚫ Tempting, but I refer you back to the “I can’t be ****” 

comment.



Help for Heroes
⚫ I’m (still) doing my 8th bike ride – 320 miles (the long 

way) from Compiegne to Mons in June.

⚫ If you would like to donate – http://bit.ly/pjb2018!

http://bit.ly/pjb2018
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